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Professional Business Processes 
 - Getting everyday procedures to run smoothly 
As entrepreneurs we build businesses from the ground up. This means that we have to 
do many things for the first time and simultaneously decide how standard procedures 
should be fixed for the future. How then do we set up the right procedures so that we 
become better at running things smoothly on a daily basis? 

!

It is difficult to point to one thing that makes one 
entrepreneur more successful than another. The best 
entrepreneurs, who create the strongest businesses are 
characterized by being good at everything. This means that, 
besides having a great business concept, you  also need to 
have good organization, business operations, customer 
relations, and that you make money. So how 
can we continue to be better at solving the 
many tasks, with which we, along with our 
employees, are presented daily? 

What do you need to become better at? 

When wanting to “become better at everything,” the first 
step is to gain an overview of the work that actually takes 
place in the business, or rather: which business processes or 
business procedures do the employees spend time on and 
which ones generate an income for the business? 
Collectively, all of these procedures create value for the 
customers in the end and therefore we refer to them as the 
value chain of the business, this is illustrated on the 
following page.  

Which procedures and activities are included in your 
business’s value chain depends on your type of industry. If 
you are a production business for example, some of the 
important processes will be “Product design,” “Purchases,” 

or “Logistics”, while in a knowledge business, “Project 
development,” “Project management” and “Result 
monitoring/evaluation” are part of the value chain. There 
are also business processes that are common to most types 
of industry, for example, “Sales,” “Marketing,” and 
“Customer Service.” Finally the value chain also contains a 

series of processes, referred to as support processes, because 
they relate to other processes. Here you will find headings 
such as “Financial Management,” “Personnel Management” 
and “Quality Assurance.” 

For startups it is not unusual that a closer look at 
business processes will reveal that the important processes 
still need to be defined and planned. This is completely 
natural because the entrepreneur has been preoccupied with 
the most critical processes during the business startup 
phase. However, to take the business to the next level, it is 
necessary to become better at even more business processes. 
How do you do that? 
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“The entrepreneurs that create the strongest businesses 
are characterized by being good at everything.”
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BUSINESS PROCESSES

Documentation gives an overview 

The first step in professionalizing your business procedures 
is to map them out to get an overview. One simple way of 
doing this is to pin a big poster on the wall and list all 
assignments and activities on individual post-it notes. 
Another way to get an overview is to register all the big and 
small tasks performed during the week and ask your 
employees to do the same. This means registering  
everything from phone conversations, internal meetings, 
emails to paper work etc. since it will help to identify all the 
business’s activities. With a poster on the wall or a list in 
your hand, it will be easier to define the business’s overall 
processes and divide the business tasks into logical sub-
categories.  

The next step in describing the business procedures  is to 
dig into the individual processes, describe them in detail and 
document them. For most startups it does not make sense to 
document all business processes, so instead you can start 
with the critical ones, the areas in which you can sense the 
possibility of improvement here and now. For some 
businesses this area will be the production process or 
delivery, and for others it will be all the sales-related tasks.   

Documentation can take several different forms: a check 
list, a process description, a business manual, a company 
policy, or something else. The easiest way to document a 
business process is to make checklists.  Whether you are 
talking about lists of materials needed for a sales meeting, 
setting up a computer or the integration of a new employee, 
the checklist is a very effective way of streamlining everyday 
operations, ensuring the quality of your work and saving 
time the next time the same task needs to be executed.  

The procedure description is a more elaborate 
description of the business process, which may refer to the 
business's sales process. The procedure description 
describes the whole sales chain, from the point when a 

customer subject is registered, is contacted by a sales 
representative, an offer is written, an order confirmation or a 
contract is sent , to the point where an order is finally 
delivered. The advantage of making such a procedure 
description is, of course, that you decide, once and for all, 
which procedure is the best and the description 
simultaneously ensures that it is consistently followed. 

Another way of describing how a business operates  is a 
company policy. A company policy might for example relate 
to the company’s personnel policy. By using headings from 
A-Z, you can describe the business’s policy on everything 
from areas of responsibility, back-up procedures, email, 
lunch arrangements, working from home, salary 
negotiations, work hours, sick days etc. A company policy 
will make clear, which “house rules” apply and which 
agreements you have entered into in the business. 

An even more comprehensive documentation of a 
business process can be to produce a business manual, 
which describes in detail how the business’s external 
collaborators or partners should execute their tasks. A 
business manual might describe in what way the business 
should take part in an annual fair, and how the various 
employees and suppliers should set up a  sales stand. It 
might also be a design manual, which describes the graphic 
rules, which suppliers of printed material and online 
marketing need to comply with. If you are selling a product 
by means of distribution channels, it could be a distribution 
description of how your partners can best market, sell and 
deliver the product to the market they operate in. 

Regardless of which method you choose to document 
your business procedures,  it is important to aim for 
descriptions that are so good that they can function as a 
guideline, allowing others besides yourself to complete the 
given tasks. In the long run, the business will then be able to 
operate independently of its founder and owner, a 
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The Value Chain: Selecting business processes that require improvements
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development which makes the business more robust, and 
affords the entrepreneur the freedom to use his creative 
powers on new innovative projects. 

The road to efficient business procedures 

Documenting the business processes  does not automatically 
make them more streamlined or efficient. To achieve this 
and gain a competitive edge at the same time demands a 
particular overview of the processes and a systematic 
attempt to improve them. One method of doing this is the 
so-called “Lean method,” originally developed to optimize 
the production process on assembly lines of 
companies like Toyota, among others.  

A startup can also use the healthy, lean principles 
when seeking inspiration for how to become more 
efficient on a day-to-day basis. One of the most 
obvious principles is to look at the business processes 
and evaluate whether they actually produce value for 
the customer. Sometimes a business has internal processes 
or habits, which the customer neither sees nor benefits from. 
In order to determine what really creates value, you need to 
establish a dialogue with the customer and identify what is 
most meaningful in the relationship. For example: is it 100% 
consistent  quality that is most important to the customer  or 
is it the opportunity to have a chat when it is needed? 

Another lean principle is to eliminate “wasted-time” and 
inefficiency. Entrepreneurs typically do not expect to find a 
lot of wasted-time and inefficiency in their businesses, but if 
they take a closer look they will often encounter 
irregularities. This could happen if e.g.  an assignment 
changes hands too many times, or that employees 
sometimes do not have enough information to finish a task, 
or that some tasks only are partially completed and then 
shelved for weeks before being finished. 

One last example of a lean principle underlines the idea 
of eliminating processes instead of spending time making 
them more efficient.  For some businesses, for example, it 
makes sense to replace customer visits with phone calls 
(perhaps preferable for the customer too) or to outsource 
some of the business processes to external suppliers such as 
accountants, graphic designers, IT supporters, or tele-
marketing firms.  

Emotional barriers 

Even though it appears financially  sound and profitable to 
streamline your business procedures, certain entrepreneurs 
have reservations about writing everything down. The 
biggest emotional barrier is perhaps the fear that too much 
structure will kill creativity and the flexibility that has been 
the foundation of the business. If you have such 
reservations, it is worth keeping in mind that structure also 
stimulates creativity. Just think about the restrictive, 
dogmatic rules (hand-held camera, natural lightning etc.) 
that the Danish filmmaker Lars von Trier and others use for 
their film production, which created a whole new wave of 

creativity, because the directors had to be innovative within 
the framework of very tight rules. 

Naturally, there are examples of bureaucratic businesses, 
in which strict rules and business manuals take over 
management  and become an impediment to progress. 
However, this is usually something you find in very well-
established or large corporations. Entrepreneurial 
businesses generally do not even come close to being too 
formalized. Most startups lack bureaucracy and “office 
management” and that can pose a problem. Ideally it should 
be the office, not the owner that has things under control. 

Entrepreneurial spirit in the machinery 

There are more advantages to documenting your business 
processes than first meet the eye. Besides the opportunity to 
make your daily work more efficient and save money in the 
short term, you also create a solid, long-term organizational 
foundation. With check lists, procedure descriptions, and 
business policies, you create a platform for growth, because 
it makes it distinctly easier to hire and integrate new 
employees, who have to perform tasks and handle processes 
to earn back their own salaries as fast as possible and 
contribute to the profit of the business. 

However, streamlined business processes and top-tuned 
IT systems are not enough There is another “ghost in the 
machine” that makes the assembly line run smoothly. This 
ghost is the entrepreneurial spirit, the desire to constantly 
do things better and find new ways of doing them. Under no 
circumstances should you allow the entrepreneurial spirit to 
be stifled, but that will not happen just because you decide to 
focus on the role as business architect for a short while and 
make it your task to design the structures and frameworks 
that will make the business better at everything on a day to 
day basis. 
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Suggestions for the next step 
• Make a diagram of all the most important processes in 

your business and try to divide each process into part 
processes. 

• Make a written document that outlines how the most 
important processes should be executed throughout the 
day. 

• Evaluate regularly how the various business processes 
can be made more efficient or eliminated, if they do not 
produce value for the customer.

“Entrepreneurial businesses generally do not even 
come close to being too formalized. Most startups 
lack bureaucracy.”
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